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Trevor O'Brien

Ambulance Racing
My hand reaches up towards you
& you believe I’m holding on for life
but I’m still reaching for a cloudswell
to ferry me to Heaven or Hell. Call Mama,
tell her this sad story, again —
stray dark strands,
milligrams,
the beaten dog trying to sprout wings,
once so secondary to the plot, in this rising action,
becomes the only thing that matters, huh? Gather around
				
& by the raw force of your numbers,
					
you might pray away the brink.
					
Some say their vices peacefully blink
them to sleep. Painless, they say. I shall have none of that
[& look, Ambulance comes from the Latin, Ambulare, which means: to walk
though that origin
			

is strange at the moment
& most other times
& we're all dying
in the aging vehicle of the body,

which is so often just another nightmare to face].
& I feel inward collapsing
verging on sleep —
a siren reaches its red anchor,
city sounds return
(with speed Godspeed, mercy, Mercy, see, all over me,
soon to be renewed and smiling, productive, medicated,
a shell, a splinter of a snail shell
but, Savior, instead, have you ever — you know,
just cut the cord and let one go?
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We could do that right here
while this body is ashamed.
See it twitch. See it ache.
It's the same shit every day. Everyone's just waiting
for this one to break.
No longer Ambulant. This body is floating
above streetlights.
My head reaches up towards you
& you believe I’m trying to say I’m sorry,
but I’m just trying to curse you,
your polished concern vague & in error & poor
vision & some flighty fight for the morally right,
our tingly fingers mingling, as it's stinging,
skyscrapers shoot up
the stream with violent Godspeed.
Some Thing reaching down and in:
As a child, I watched my goldfish,
in his little bowl without a filter,
die alone & frightened in the muck.
Misery, misery, sea, all over me,
it's too much of a task to change the water.
Oh visible light, cycling light in my eye,
through the murky haze,
red is the most ominous wave.
Ambulance. Traveler.
My touch is pure love, & seamless.
So pure sometimes that no one sees it
is just shit & cheap stuffing for insides.
Getting so-so sick of this ride,
				
but we all know you are going to win again.
& you know,
all our searching is just searching for
the simple stuff, love and light, but it’s just too dark for me to find,
so if I really seek your human release, I have to speed
away from this vehicle, beyond your reach.
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